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L        iberation manifests when our delusions dissolve.  The following  conversation is reported to
have occurred  between Zen master Shih-T’ou (700 –790), author of The Merging of Difference
and Unity, and his student Dao-Wu (748-807).

“One day Shih-T’ou’s disciple Dao-Wu asked, ‘What is the essential meaning of buddha-
dharma?’
“Shih-T’ou replied, ‘No gaining, no knowing.’
“Dao-Wu then asked, ‘Can you say anything further?’
“Shih-T’ou answered, ‘The vast sky does not obstruct the floating white clouds.’”

CloudsCloudsCloudsCloudsClouds

Clouds are a common metaphor in Zen. A Japanese word for monk, unsui, literally means clouds
and water. Dogen (1200-1253) wrote “A Zen monk should be like a cloud with no fixed abode,
like flowing water with nothing to rely on. Such is a monk.” I think one of the reasons clouds pop
up so often in Zen is that a cloud straddles the edge of form and emptiness. For instance, a cirrus
cloud seems to be more a kind of texture than an actual object, while a cumulus cloud seems to
be more of a full-fledged object. What comes between these two poles waffles.

So, what is a cloud, and why is it like this? A number of causal properties consprie to make a
cloud:

• • • • • AirAirAirAirAir, or “the sky.” A cloud is something the sky does,
and does not exist apart from it.
• • • • • HumidityHumidityHumidityHumidityHumidity   This is water vapor, that is, water molecules
suspended in gas. Air tends to pick up water vapor at
warmer temperatures, precipitate it at lower
temperatures.
• • • • • CrCrCrCrCrystallizationystallizationystallizationystallizationystallization   If the temperature of the air is low
enough water molecules suspended in the air will freeze
to form ice crystals.
• • • • • Optics Optics Optics Optics Optics   If water vapor is still liquid, light will pass right
through it, invisibly. If it has crystallized, on the other
hand, light will be dispersed. This is what gives the area
of the sky the white appearance that we perceive as
clouds.

• • • • • PressurePressurePressurePressurePressure   The temperature of the air depends a number of factors, but all things being
equal, lower pressure means lower temperature means increased likelihood of freezing.

• • • • • Altitude Altitude Altitude Altitude Altitude   Higher altitude generally correlates with lower pressure, and so also becomes a
causal property of clouds.

• • • • • HistHistHistHistHistorororororyyyyy   Water vapor that crystallizes in the air was probably picked up as warm air passed
over a warm body of water, then carried to a higher altitude or longitude, perhaps as the
air passed over a mountain.

What is a cloud?



• • • • • GeographGeographGeographGeographGeography    y    y    y    y    Mountains, bodies of water, latitude, etc. influence history, pressure,
temperature, water vapor content, and so on, and so are also causative properties of
clouds.

• • • • • Etc.Etc.Etc.Etc.Etc.

In short a cloud clearly illustrates the principle of dependent coarising, this is the notion that
everything arises from causes and conditions; because this arises that arises, seen more globally
as the network of contingency that could be said to form the basis of Buddhist metaphysics. For
instance, because the parameters of temperature, pressure, humidity, and so forth vary, clouds
will appear and disappear accordingly. And causality will not stop there: What we think of as a
cloud gives rise to rain, which is just to say that larger crystals form at lower temperatures, then
drop from sky. Rain in turn will end drought, and thus allow animals, plants and human
economies to survive. Rain will help carve out the landscape, defining  a geography that will give
rise to more clouds, more rain and so on. A large cloud can affect human emotions, bring gloom
and contribute to depression, alcohol consumption or even suicide. Everything is in constant flux,
as every change triggers further changes and is so propagated widely into the universe.

This view of the network of contingency in constant flux, challenges the very notion of existence.
For instance, we can easily recognize that there is no cloud separate from the circumstances that
seem to give rise to “the cloud.” The cloud is not found in any one condition, not in the water
vapor alone, nor in the geographic formations, nor in temperature, nor in the optical properties of
water crystals. Neither is it found anywhere else: It doesn’t enjoy a separate existence; it cannot
go home at the end of the day to take a break from causes and conditions. According to
Nagarjuna, emptiness is dependent coarising. A cloud is no more that a very simple summary of
what is actually a complex set of circumstances and relationships among diverse intersecting
causal factors. Alternatively, it is nothing more than the mind’s attempt to track a bit of
intractable reality. Clouds seem to lay bare something fundamental not only about the nature of
reality but also about the nature of mind. Although clouds are a good starting point for this
investigation, almost everything we can say about clouds generalizes to all phenomena.

Thought CrThought CrThought CrThought CrThought Crystalsystalsystalsystalsystals

Clouds remind us how we habitually misperceive reality.  And through this misperception we are
continually bound to samsaric existence. Come to think of it, thoughts are like the ice crystals we
have been looking at:

• A thought begins as a label, a mere concept that freezes a particular contingency as an
independent object.

• In the thought that object acquires a duration, which means a life beginning with birth and
ending with death. And rather than just contingent flux, there is a something that
undergoes change. The crystal is growing.

• As properties accrue around the object we forget where the object comes from, how the
object is dependent on everything. We’ve now pried     the object out of the network of
contingency.  It is a hard object having nothing noticeable to do with water, temperature,
pressure, altitude and landscape, but is independent and enduring in its own right.

• Judgments accrue; the object is good or bad, alluring or despicable. This object now
stands in opposition to other objects, and the causal relations in which it is embedded are



only those linked causally back to me, as something to be manipulated for my benefit or
to avoid my detriment.

The growing of frozen thought crystals is the working of the
mind. We should understand that this is both necessary and
dangerous, necessary to have a cognitive handle on the world,
necessary for survival, but dangerous because to perceive is
inevitably to misperceive.  Our misperceptions help give rise to
bondage. Seeing things as they really are helps give rise to
liberation. As Zen Master Pai Chang (720-814) tells us:

“All things never say that they are empty, nor do they say that
      they are form. They also do not say that they are right or
      wrong,pure or impure. Neither is there any mind to bind

anyone. It is only that people themselves create false attachments, thereby giving rise to
             all kinds of understanding, creating various views, desires and fears.

“Just realize that all things are not created by themselves—they all come into existence
only because of a single false thought that wrongly attaches to appearances. If one
perceives that the mind and phenomena do not mutually reach each other, then one is
liberated at that very spot. All things are calm and extinct as they are, and that very place
is bodhimanda.”

The last two lines of our Zen story read,

“Can you say anything further?
“The vast sky does not obstruct the floating white clouds.”

“Obstruction” is a common expression in Chinese Buddhism. It results from false thoughts. Pry a
number of false and frozen thoughts out of the network of contingency and they no longer fit
properly with one another and do not keep pace with how things really are. As a result we
encounter the unexpected; things don’t flow the way they are supposed to; we are constantly
betrayed by the world. Zen Master Hung-Chi (1091-1157) wrote:

“… Clear and desireless, the wind in the pines and the moon in the water are content in
their elements. Without minds interacting, [they] do not impede one another. Essentially,
you exist inside emptiness and have the power to respond outwardly without being
annoyed, like spring blossoming, like a mirror reflecting forms…”

Typically we think that there’s something there with a life of its own, something there to “do”
something, and once we think this then that thing will either get in the way of network of causal
connections or obscure their functioning. For instance, water vapor crystallizes under conditions
of pressure, temperature, etc. The crystal grows. When the crystal is heavy enough it drops from
the sky. As the altitude of the crystal decreases the ambient temperature increases and the
crystal begins to melt before reaching the ground. Properly understood, the “cloud” does not get
in the way. The functioning process of the universe passes right through it without obstruction.
Why? Because the cloud is a misperception: There is no cloud “doing” the raining. There is no
cloud “doing” the floating. Similarly, there is no sky displaying or supporting the clouds. And there

A Crystalized Fragment



is no you reading this page. When we
perceive in terms of objects doing things we
miss the true causal relations giving rise to
our perceptions; we don’t see the network
of contingency in its full intricacy.

The first two lines of our Zen story include:

“What is the essential meaning of
buddha-dharma?”
“No gaining, no knowing.”

Gaining and knowing are what we do with
frozen thought crystals.

KnoKnoKnoKnoKnowingwingwingwingwing

What we know conceptually is none other than a frozen thought crystal, already pried from the
network of contingency. It has lost many of the subtle and very fragile causal connections that
sustain it and ensure its impermanence. The thought crystal is dead, and at the same time
misperceived as existing in a pristine state. As such, it is necessarily unsatisfactory, deficient,
disappointing, because it will never keep pace with the reality from which it was removed. The
storms of impermanence will erode every property we think we can depend on. Collectively, we
perceive, the world is assembled from these thought crystals, but they never seem to quite fit
properly, nor adapt properly as neighboring crystals change. This becomes the world in which we
dwell.

Knowing comes at a cost, but not knowing also comes at a cost. Not knowing is to dwell in the
lush world of the network of contingency, but this is so complex in its causal relations that we
cannot get the conceptual handle necessary for survival. What is the context in which we live our
lives and make decisions?

GainingGainingGainingGainingGaining

In the assembled world of frozen thought crystals causal relations are quite anemic, but exhibit a
predictable orientation. First, the thought crystal right at the center is called “Me.’ This is the
notorious little self. Second, the causal relations that remain exist in chains of causality that
intersect with Me. This means that everything, every thought crystal, is related to Me either as an
opportunity for Me to gain some advantage, or as a danger through which Me might suffer a
disadvantage, or perhaps some combination of opportunity and danger since the object might
relate back to Me through multiple chains of causality. The assembly of thought crystals becomes
a world of attachment, the world of samsara. A nifty koan warns of this danger:

“Luoshan asked Yantou, ‘When arising and vanishing go on unceasingly, what then?’”
“Yontou shouted and said, ‘Whose arising and vanishing is it?’”

We dwell trapped in world assembled of thought crystals, one that defines the texture of our lives
and choices, but one in which we can never feel secure, because nothing in it keeps pace with

No Cloud Raining



the reality of the network of contingency. Notoriously we strategize and manipulate within that
world, normally through seeking fame and gain and various palliatives, but they necessarily fail.
We are trapped in the gaining idea. Schopenhauer wrote:

“In the mind of a man who is filled with his own aims, the world appears as a beautiful
landscape appears on the plan of a battlefield.”

The depth of our suffering is the gap between the world of assembled thought crystals causally
linked back to Me, and the reality of the network of contingency that I am reminded repeatedly
lurks behind the crystal world. The crystal world burns with anxiety.

Moreover, dwelling in the crystal world is necessarily violent. This is because our choices are to
disassemble and reassemble causally configured thought crystals in ways that we think secure
some advantage for Me, while mindlessly disregarding most of the lush and subtle causal
connections that lurk behind the crystal world. We arrest the drug abuser and children go hungry,
we close the factory and the workers go hungry, we save the village at the cost of the villagers, we
get to where we want to go at the cost of the environment that sustains us. We are bulls in a china
shop and don’t even know it.

How do we gain liberation from this existence?

Living in the NeLiving in the NeLiving in the NeLiving in the NeLiving in the Netwtwtwtwtwororororork of Contingencyk of Contingencyk of Contingencyk of Contingencyk of Contingency

Hung-Chih wrote (1091-1157):

“A person of the Way fundamentally does not dwell anywhere. The white clouds are
fascinated with the green mountain’s foundation. The white moon cherishes being
carried along with the flowing water. The clouds part and the mountains appear. The
moon sets and the water is cool. Each bit of autumn contains vast interpenetration
without bounds.  Every dust is whole without reaching me; the ten thousand changes are
stilled without shaking me. If you can sit here with stability then you can freely step
across and engage the world with energy.  ... Always arriving everywhere without being
confused, gentle without hesitation, the perfected person knows where to go.”

Causal Chains that Intersect with Me



In his essay “Gyoji” Dogen, very much a
student of the one-century older Hung-Chi,
says a remarkable thing:

“The present world of blooming flowers and
falling leaves is actualization of ceaseless
practice.”

For Dogen, not only is the network of
contingency a model for practice, the whole
universe is practicing. Ceaseless practice is
simply to carry out one’s natural function
contentedly, without seeking, moment by
moment. This is to actively, not passively abide
in the present moment:

“The words ‘the present moment’ do not
describe something that exists prior to activity.
The realization of activity itself is called ‘the
present moment’.”

We act with body-mind dropped away, doing what needs to be done looking for no personal
advantage, totally fluid without delusion, like clouds, like water, letting the universe pass through
us without obstruction, according perfectly with network of contingency in which we dwell. Again,
Dogen:

“All day and night, things come to mind and the mind attends to them; at one with them
all, diligently carry on the Way. Realizations, patience, generosity, well-being are in
attending to things, rather than avoiding or neglecting them.”

Yet, in living this way we cannot fully abandon knowing and gaining, we cannot fully abandon the
crystallization through conceptual thinking. This makes the life of practice and art rather than a
science, as we often dwell in both worlds at once, without losing perspective. This is why phrases
such as “form and emptiness” and “merging of difference and unity” are important in our Zen
tradition.

Let me give Hung-Chih the final word:

“People of the Way journey through the world responding to conditions, carefree and
without constraint. Like clouds finally raining, like moonlight following the current, like
orchids growing in shade, like spring arising in everything, they act without mind, they
respond with certainty.”

A person of the way
fundamentally does not
dwell anywhere.


